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Hip Hop as Pedagogy: 
A Look into “Heaven” and “Soul” 
in São Paulo, Brazil
Derek Pardue
Washington University, St. Louis

Abstract

This article investigates the blurry intersection between the state and civil

society in the fields of popular education and citizenship.  In Brazil most

performers of hip hop (rappers, DJs, graffiti artists, and street dancers)

make their living as educators remunerated by state agencies and NGOs.

The significance of such labor can be understood in terms of a historical

relationship between agents of popular culture and the state regarding the

parameters of citizenship.  From the pragmatic perspective of most hip hop-

pers, their employment status is part of a long-standing objective to make

hip hop more visible and “take over” more public space.  To this end, the

following text examines events in the CEU (United Educational Centers) and

the Hip Hop House as differentiated examples of hip hop pedagogy.

[Keywords: Brazil, hip hop, pedagogy, agency, citizenship, the state]
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A fter a two-hour bus ride through seemingly every nook and cranny (que-

brada) of the East Side of São Paulo, the leaders of the Hip Hop 20 Anos

event started to see the light at the end of the tunnel. We were finally arriv-

ing at our destination. Kall1 announced: “Hold on, y’all, we’re almost in

heaven [no céu].” Beyond the literal meanings of “heaven” and “sky,” “céu”

has come to stand for a public institution of education and community in

São Paulo, Brazil. CEUs, an acronym, which stands for Unified Educational

Centers, are state-subsidized mega-school complexes located in various

“periphery” (periferia) neighborhoods in the municipality of São Paulo,

Brazil. At the time of this writing, there are twenty-one CEUs in São Paulo. 

We all laughed at Kall’s joke, but I was on a different wavelength. I

thought Kall, the apparently laid back but remarkably industrious master-

mind of this hip hop venture, was making a joke about the steep and

windy roads leading to a sudden opening up of the shantytown landscape,

so ubiquitous on the city outskirts. I remembered the many times

Brazilians had referred to such outer-edge neighborhoods as the “end of

the world” (fim do mundo), both literally (geography) and ideologically

(savage outback areas). I laughed as I appreciated Kall’s attempt to flip it

all around in his announcement that we were indeed arriving in “heaven”

or what officially was labeled Cidade Tiradentes district of São Paulo

municipality. I would soon learn that Kall was directly referring to a type

of school, a new landmark of State presence in the São Paulo periphery

and a new place for hip hoppers2 to make their mark. As will be discussed

below, “the State” refers to both governmental agencies at federal, state,

and local levels, which provide a relatively significant number of employ-

ment opportunities for cultural performers and organization such as hip

hoppers, and an idea of a social system, which ideologically represents a

structural opposition for socio-cultural movements, such as hip hop, inter-

ested in reporting state abuse and neglect. In essence, hip hoppers use

the new opportunities within the state to work to change the “reality, ”

which they feel is, in part, caused by the state. 

In the U.S. a casual observer might easily characterize hip hop as a mas-

sive, influential culture industry based on black-on-black violence (gangs-

ta), material possessions (bling bling), and exaggerated performances of

masculinity. More than simply entertainment, hip hop is a major part of

contemporary identity circuits—networks of philosophies and aesthetics

based on blackness, poverty, violence, power, resistance, and capitalist

accumulation. Yet, the connections and applications people make with
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regard to this “information” are not totally imitative, nor does the “infor-

mation” have its origins always in the US. Following a cadre of recent

“global hip hop” scholars (Mitchell 2001, Krims 2000, Durand 2005,

Maxwell 2003), it is quite evident that local contexts and concerns are not

epiphenomenal but actually shape the meaning of hip hop. More than this,

hip hop is a life practice based on ideologies of “ reality” inflected by an

empowered sense of “attitude” (Perry 2005, Boyd 2002, Ferguson 2004).

Scholars such as Greg Dimitriadis have argued that hip hop in the US often

serves as a “lived curriculum” (Dimitriadis 2001) providing a vehicle for

popular imaginations of history and personhood outside of the classroom.

Drawing from this particular literature about hip hop and more general

texts about the state and citizenship, I explain what’s at stake when

Brazilian hip hoppers position themselves as “professionals” within

national markets of popular “culture” and “education.” 

In this article I argue that the current phenomenon of hip hoppers as

“educators” is neither a case of state co-optation nor a coherent movement

of social change in opposition to the State. The cases of the CEUs and the

Casa de Cultura Hip Hop (“Hip Hop Culture House”) demonstrate the vari-

ability in hip hop institutional penetration as remunerated “professionals”

and ideological limitation with regard to issues of gender, race, and facets

of marginality. Returning to the event Hip Hop 20 Anos (“20 Years of Hip

Hop”), the municipal department of education and the private university

PUC (Pontificate Catholic University) acted as financial and resource spon-

sors. For Kall the idea of the event was not only to celebrate hip hop in São

Paulo and Brazil as a whole, but also to “continue the exchange among

practitioners from all around the world.” In addition, Kall emphasized that

his goal was to “force a [collective] reflection between academics and street

performers [about hip hop]”. Kall’s description poses interesting questions

about the role of transnationalism and translocality in present negotiations

between the state and hip hop under the rubric of education. In addition

to the CEU, a new form of public school introduced in the opening vignette,

I will discuss the process and the sentiments by which local hip hoppers

have transformed a neighborhood cultural center (centro cultural) in the

working-class, satellite suburb of São Paulo called Diadema into a national

hip hop landmark. The Casa de Cultura Hip Hop in Diadema stands as the

Brazilian model of hip hop infrastructure, a point of convergence between

community and the state, performance and education, popular culture and

agentic citizenship. 
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Part of my overall intention in this article is to illustrate the “Brazilian-

ness” or brasilidade in local hip hop by centering on the successful and

sometimes not so successful articulations hip hoppers make; namely,

between hip hop and education and hip hop and citizenship. Beyond an

evaluation of Brazilian hip hoppers’ engagement with the State as “edu-

cators,” the evidence and analysis presented in this article suggests that

Brazilian hip hoppers see “globalized” discourses of hip hop identity (e.g.

the hip hop posse, Afrika Bambaataa and the Zulu Nation) and nationalist

discourses of citizenship (e.g. a new meaning of cidadania or citizenship

and “popular education”) as potential assets for their agenda of represen-

tation and change. Thus, in this manner, this article contributes to the

growing literature over the past decade regarding the continuing rele-

vance of the State within post-modern, transnational, and translocal cul-

tural practices (Dagnino 1998, Fernandes 2003). 

A Word on Popular Education, Subaltern Agency, 

and the State

My analysis is based on the assertion that “the State” in Brazil presently

is best characterized, following Gramscian scholars, as an “ethical” state.

The function of the ethical state is “to form citizens and to gain consent,

the two distinct projects being in fact the same: the subject is to be

formed as one who consents to hegemony. The schools [as spaces of edu-

cation] are of course crucial here, but the work of formation is continu-

ous, taking place not only through pedagogy but through the work of

intellectuals in all the spheres of civil society” (Lloyd and Thomas 1998:

21; my insertion). Culture, then, does not manifest itself only as artifacts

of aesthetic production or “objects of knowledge,” but rather as a process

of “ forming an ethical disposition” (Lloyd and Thomas 1998: 7), which

articulates to the representational structures of the modern state (1998:

17). Hip hop, then, becomes potentially part of producing “normal” states

through everyday fields of popular activity and imagination (Hansen and

Stepputat 2001). Does hip hop, as part of a more general phenomenon of

“popular education,” contribute to a hegemonic formation with regard to

citizenship or do state-employed hip hoppers transform or expand con-

ventional notions of citizenship in their workshops?

Some Brazilian social scientists, following Althusser (1984), Baudelot

(1991) and Bourdieu (1991), strongly believe that such an enterprise of
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“popular education” is impossible in a capitalist society. Pereira articu-

lates Bourdieu’s concept of “symbolic capital” in the following manner: 

Departing from this verification [concerning] the unequal distribu-

tion of educational knowledge, one can observe that the school fits

quite well, in an almost perfect circularity, within the law of the

return of symbolic capital: the symbolic capital returns to the hands

of those who already possessed it…Everything indicates that the

practice of school [read: institutional] education cannot be libera-

tional, not because the professors don’t want it to be or that they

adopt conservative pedagogies, nor can it be attributed to any such

blatant statist policy, but rather because this is more or less written

into the logic of educational insertion in the process of cultural

transmission in capitalist societies” (Pereira 1997:37)

Following Althusser’s premise that school or educational culture is “cul-

ture of a secondary level,” Pereira asserts that education becomes a project

which aims to “transmit to a more or less extensive number [of students]

the ‘art of articulation’ to cultural things as a means of inculcation of social-

ly dominant norms and values” (Pereira:41). As Paul Willis demonstrated a

generation ago, schools are institutions of social reproduction, a process,

which is dynamically based on what he called the “cultural level” (Willis

1977). Through markers and practices of style (dress, vernacular, narrative,

gesture, etc.) youth are able to “penetrate” (again borrowing from Willis)

conventional systems of pedagogy and create a more favorable environ-

ment for developing personhood. The “cultural level” may be a space of

reinforcement of social position, as in the case of the British “lads” (Willis

1977), or it may be a potential space of transformative agency. 

The experimental inclusion of hip hop in various Brazilian state institu-

tions of education and culture is significant in this light. As George Yúdice

has argued in his work on the Rio de Janeiro-based musical and cultural

group Afro Reggae, civil society and citizenship are ambivalent spheres of

cooptation, hegemony, and popular resistance. The discourse of “culture has

become the slippery terrain in which [social, political] change is sought”

(2001:63). Before interpreting the specific cases of the CEUs and the “Hip

Hop House,” I will historicize and contextualize Brazilian hip hop as a com-

plex manifestation of public culture defining itself as a forum of not only

popular culture but also popular or “alternative” education and citizenship. 
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Brazilian Hip Hop: A Complex Manifestation 

of Public and State Culture

In Brazil, hip hop emerged in the mid-1980s as an extension of two areas of

cultural activity: B-boy (street dance) crews’ public performances and rapper

nightclub entertainment contests. The history of hip hop’s connection with

state government agencies can be traced through the B-boy crews, while the

trajectory of rap commercialization is historically tied to nightclub contests. 

This divide of “state” and “entertainment” is a significant factor in the

production of hip hop in various locales. For example, in France during

the mid-1990s and the rise of FN leader Jean-Marie Le Pen’s brand of

nationalism, the state clamped down and exercised more control over the

radio airwaves. According to Silverstein (2002:45-67), the adherence to an

elevated percentage of “French” music actually benefited struggling rap-

pers such as NTF and helped “space out” (Forman 2002) hip hop. In the

case of Cuba, the difference between “underground” and “commercial”

reflects another articulation of hip hop and the state. Sujatha Fernandes

notes that hip hoppers who consider themselves part of the “under-

ground generally seek to negotiate with the state, demanding that it ful-

fill socialist ideals of racial egalitarianism, while rappers who identify as

commercial predominantly evoke alternative means of survival such as

hustling and consumerism” (Fernandes 2003:577). 

While, certainly, the political and economic structure of France, Brazil

and Cuba differs, the idea of the State, especially among poor, marginal-

ized, urban Brazilian youth holds elements in common with the “under-

ground” Cuban perspective. As Moisés from the East Side São Paulo cul-

tural group Força Ativa (Active Force) rationalized (in a group conversation

in 2001) in response to claims that Força Ativa should become a NGO: “We

have no interest [in doing that], because that would take pressure off of

the State. They have obligations and they need to know that. That’s part

of our job as an organized citizen group. ”3

In Brazil, B-boy crews drew attention because of their occupations of

public spaces and strong sense of group organization. Throughout the

1980s and 1990s, thousands of teenagers, the overwhelming majority of

whom were male, periferia residents of African descent with little formal

education, organized themselves into groups called posses. By 1990, lead-

ing members of posses, such as Kall (from the opening vignette) of the

Southside posse Conceitas de Rua (Street Concepts), recognized that Brazil

was a “disjunctive democracy” (Caldeira and Holston 1999) in the sense
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that although the political system had become organized as a representa-

tive democracy, the level of social inequalities, daily violence, and abuse

of human rights had intensified. Through the experience of participating

in posses, such as Street Concepts and Posse Hausa in São Paulo industri-

al satellite city São Bernardo do Campo, hip hoppers exploited the new

political openings and learned, among other things, how to negotiate

with state representatives so that they could organize events, hold collec-

tive meetings in public buildings, and occasionally work in state-spon-

sored social work projects. In short, these youth learned how to engage in

a type of what Alvarez, Dagnino, and Escobar (1998) have defined as “cul-

tural politics”—the use of public spaces and “social movement networks

or webs” to articulate experiences of social inequality as legitimate fields

of artistic expression and political change. In contemporary Brazil, “hip

hop,” personified in the “hip hopper,” has become a “position” (Franco

1989), from which practitioners and non-participants (politicians, aca-

demics, journalists, community leaders) alike seek to destabilize conven-

tional notions of knowledge, experience, and personhood. 

The emergence of posses was not an unprecedented act of working-

class agency articulating popular culture to state bureaucracy. In fact, hip

hoppers drew on either prior experience or advice from older kin on how

to procure resources from state departments of culture and social servic-

es (i.e. urbanization initiatives) and maintain neighborhood organiza-

tions.4 Periferia organizers have successfully lobbied for resources (infra-

structure for events, meeting places, a percentage of culture budgets) so

that expressive art from the various genres of samba to soul to funk to hip

hop’s “elements” (rap, DJ, graffiti, street dance) can become integral to

what defines “popular culture.” 

The relationship between popular culture and the state has an extensive

history in Brazil. In order to contextualize Brazilian hip hoppers’ partici-

pation in the CEUs and the creation of the “Hip Hop House” with regard to

pedagogy, public space and organization, it is important to understand the

bureaucratic nature of culture in Brazil. The Brazilian state apparatus has

traditionally organized and promoted “popular culture” as a series of non-

labor forums so that the majority of the population (o popular) can build

community and feel that they are practicing their citizenship. 

Perhaps the most important shift with regard to the present meaning of

subaltern citizenship occurred during the first administrative era of Getúlio

Vargas (1930-1945), in which popular citizenship became less an issue to be
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directly policed and more of a domain of state privilege and sponsorship.

In short, Vargas legitimized in a cultural sense the category - “the people”

(o povo). As Rowe and Schelling summarize, “popular cultural forms became

important sites where, on the one hand, traditional, ethnic and local iden-

tities were articulated by the state within a project of national integration

and development, and, on the other, they became a means through which

the subaltern groups struggled to participate in the formation of the new

urban social order, using popular cultural forms to represent their new

identity, to make their presence as citizens felt” (Rowe and Schelling

1991:44, see also Joseph and Nugent 1994). The legacy of dictator Getúlio

Vargas’s paternal nationalism of the 1930s and 1940s remains in the insti-

tutional form of departments of culture, education, and social assistance

(Boito 1982, Baierle 1998). Despite the fact that neoliberalism has dominat-

ed domestic policies for the past 20 years, a Vargas-esque idea of the State

and citizenship pervades much of the Brazilian imaginary. 

It is this residue of Vargas’ populism that hip hoppers have explored in

order to make hip hop work. Within the current political party system in

Brazil, the Labor Party (PT) has interpreted with the greatest consistency

the bureaucratic legacy of Vargas’s populism to mean that departmental

structure should include public participation in the formation of opera-

tional budgets. For example, popular forms of culture and education in

the São Paulo metropolitan area benefited from the mayorial elections of

1989, won by the Labor Party (PT). Mayor Luiza Erundina named the

famous pedagogue Paulo Freire as Secretary of Education and he immedi-

ately launched a campaign called “education for citizenship” based on

grassroots, literacy programs (Stromquist 1997). It is during this period of

1989-1993 when hip hoppers were most effective in organizing neighbor-

hood posses and establishing employment channels through proposals to

the Department of Education (Andrade 1996, Silva 1998: 162-65). Hip hop

proposals such as “ABC Rap,” “Movimento Hip Hop Organizado (MH20),”

“Projeto Rappers,” and the publication of the magazine Pode Crê 5 argued

that education should be articulated to social organization and a more

participatory sense of citizenship.

However, Vargas also left a legacy of paternalism and what Brazilian

political scientists have termed clientelismo. Since the 1930s popular cul-

ture and citizenship have been important fields of cooptation and what

Abers described as a “politics of demobilization” (Abers 2000), in which

popular discourses of inclusion are espoused but little to no concrete
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action is ever initiated and thus grassroots organizing is stifled. This has

been true in Brazil during macro-structural changes in political-economic

systems moving from populist dictatorship with large state bureaucracies

to military dictatorship to neoliberal Christian democratic to “progressive ”

Labor Party regimes. For example, there is no doubt that “citizenship” or

cidadania, in Brazil and elsewhere, is part of contemporary corporate mar-

keting strategies aimed at connecting consumption with a sense of agency

or what in the US one might call “freedom.” Certainly, this is the operative

logic for the recent sponsorship of Banco do Brasil and Red Bull as related

to hip hop events, where “citizenship” is central to the advertising cam-

paign and has become a link on corporate websites. 

The contribution of hip hoppers to this long trajectory of working-class-

state negotiation is that for the first time, the “popular” and “citizenship”

have become an ideology of social change and education. Baierle (1998),

Paoli and Telles (1998), Abers (2000), and others have noted that the rela-

tive success of the Labor Party (PT) and such socio-political initiatives as the

orçamento participativo (participatory budget) at the municipal level dur-

ing the late 1980s and early 90s was significant in the development of “cit-

izenship from below” (Dagnino 1998:51). Furthermore, as Evelina Dagnino

has demonstrated in her work on social movements in São Paulo and

Campinas, the “new citizenship” in Brazil focuses on change, but this does

not mean “a refusal of political institutionality and the state but rather a

radical claim for their transformation” (1998:47). For their part, hip hop-

pers’ negotiation with the state has moved from event-based moments of

party pleasure to contract-based programs of sustained and remunerated

work. This trajectory is the most common for Brazilians, who stay with hip

hop and make it their profession.6

Periferia and Marginalidade: the Core of Brazilian Hip Hop

Hip hop began and continues to be a set of expressive practices from the

periferia. Unlike sambistas, hip hoppers from all four “elements” (rap or

emcee, disc-jockey, graffiti, and street dance), have had limited success in

commodifying their depictions of slum reality within the domestic music

economy. Also, unlike sambistas and MPB artists,7 hip hoppers are, for the

most part, not particularly keen on abstract poetics. They are dogmatic

reporters interested in transparency and accountability. Hip hop, as the

mantra goes, has to be about “reality.” 
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The majority of hip hoppers, members of the local style and sub-genre

category “marginal” (Pardue 2004b), take a political stance of the “opposi-

tion” to the State, because they see the State as, in general, an agent of fur-

ther marginalization of them and their constituents. Conventional Brazilian

rhetoric figures “marginality” (marginalidade) as a literal notion of place

and personality type. In terms of place, “marginal” places are, in general,

those in what is called the “periphery” (periferia), the sprawling outlying

residential areas of the metropolitan areas of São Paulo, Campinas, Rio de

Janiero, Curitiba and so on. The “periphery” is a demographic result of the

mid-20th century boom of industrialization and consequent migration from

Northeast, North, and countryside regions to the Southeast. As a heteroge-

neous category, periphery neighborhoods vary significantly with regard to

safety, architecture, community organization, and services rendered. With

that said, frequently, dwellers create and develop periphery neighborhoods

in mudslide areas, watershed territories, and other precarious and illegal

property of the urban municipality.8 This fact of urbanization is important,

because many Brazilians extrapolate the illegal status of periphery neigh-

borhoods into a social category of personhood. From a social and psycho-

logical standpoint, many Brazilians have created the connotation of “mar-

ginal” and “periphery” as a character type or “cultural” type. There is a

common sense notion that people who live and grow up in the periferia are,

in fact, “marginal” people. 

Such a process of urbanization, labor, migration, and neighborhood

development has had an impact on the meaning of citizenship in urban

Brazil. According to this perspective, the periferia cultivates criminal, lazy,

passive, uneducated, and, in short, second-class citizens. Citizenship for

the periferia is, in essence, passive, that which is provided by the state as

time passes. In fact, many Brazilians, mostly but not all residing in the per-

iferia, see the state or the “system” (o sistema) as a paternalistic patronage,

which from time to time grants services and rights to the people. 

For their part, local hip hoppers, often building off their elders’ expe-

riences as labor and residential rights activists during the 1970s,9 have

reversed the negative stigma of “marginal” associated with the place and

“culture” of periferia. Their main message has been that people from the

periferia have experience that is not empty or meaningless or doomed to

negativity. Rather, through the expressive “elements” of hip hop (Emcee,

disk-jockey, graffiti, and street dance), they can build from a knowledge

of self and transform conditions of abjection and violence into construc-
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tive bases of self-esteem and productive citizenship for the society as a

whole. Hip hoppers, especially those who gain employment as “educa-

tors,” preach that a “transformation” of self leads to a transformation of

one’s surroundings both in terms of physical layout (place and conditions)

and social networks (community or comunidade).

In summary, the structure of logic follows this trajectory. Hip hop is a

cultural form and practice, which consists of not only the “4 elements”

(mentioned above) but also a psycho-social system of attitude, self-confi-

dence, dedication to change, and value of “information.” Therefore, hip

hop exists as a useful pedagogic tool or “world” (mundo) to engage youth,

particularly those who come from the periferia. It requires an active

approach to knowledge through an emphasis on “information exchange ”

(trocar uma idéia), performance of knowledge in the “elements,” and self-

initiative. It is in the last aspect that youth connect attitude with a notion

of self and citizenship. 

Hip Hop as Education: Implementing “Information” 

and “Transformation”

Hip hop is a potentially revolutionary medium of the student “imagi-

nary,” because hip hop’s raison d’être has historically consisted of dis-

courses of change, knowledge of self, and the value of skills. In Brazil,

these hip hop tenets are known as transformação (transformation) and

informação (information). It is through the practice of these concepts,

which are understood as interdependent, that one develops hip hop skills

and becomes “someone” (tornar-se alguém).

“Information” consists of historical lineages made manifest in sound

samples as well as lyrical, image, and gesture references. When hip hop-

pers meet, they often talk about ideas, styles, and techniques they recent-

ly discovered or created through working in the studio, reading maga-

zines, attending/performing an event, watching MTV, listening to the

radio or accessing a site. Hip hoppers work to stay “informed” so that they

can be on par in such conversations. In Brazil, this sort of knowledge

directly relates to their value—i.e. he/she is more or less “real” because

they know how to trocar uma idéia (exchange ideas). 

For example, the baile black (black dance party) was, in the words of DJ

Hum, one of the pioneers of hip hop in Brazil, “fundamental, [because] we

didn’t have a place where we could get information” (In Assef 2003:90).
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“Black” as a local concept emerged from this dancehall circuit in the early

1980s organized by sound crews such as Big Boy in Rio de Janeiro and

Black Mad, Zimbabwe, and Chic Show in São Paulo (Assef:43-93). Many

local hip hoppers see hip hop and their own cultural history as a trajecto-

ry of música black.

Since the emergence of hip hop in Brazil, local youth have connected

“information” and “being informed” to “consciousness” in various ways.

During certain periods of Brazilian hip hop history such articulations were

particularly about racial consciousness and the expression of negritude

(Pardue 2004b). By the mid-90s Brazilian hip hoppers systematically incor-

porated the term “black” as well as quilombo, a term referring to the self-

liberated African-Indigenous communities dating back to the beginning of

the Portuguese participation in the African slave trade. For the first time

local hip hoppers brought into dialogue the black discourses of James

Brown with local funk star Jorge Ben as well as Afrika Bambaataa and the

Zulu Nation with Zumbi, the historic leader of the Palmares quilombo at the

end of the 17th century. Some rappers even experimented with the sound of

the berimbau, the distinct instrument of the Afro-Brazilian dance/martial

FIGURE 1: Simara (bottom right), during a time dedicated to the baile black
within the “Hip hop in Action” event in April, 2002. 
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art form of capoeira. For example, Thaíde and DJ Hum juxtaposed the

sounds of the berimbau with a sample of brass instruments from James

Brown’s band the JBs in their 1996 song “Afro-Brasileiro.” In another song,

“Senhor Tempo Bom” (Mr. Good Times), on the same recording, Thaíde

gives homage to the great baile black sound crews (Pardue 2004b). 

Most Brazilian hip hoppers articulate “transformation” as both an indi-

vidual and collective process. The significant force of “change” as a key-

word in hip hop mantras, as seen in titles of rap recordings, hip hop event

names, and even rap group names, must be understood in terms of hip

hop’s position and attitude within the field of Brazilian popular culture. All

Brazilian hip hoppers claim to represent “reality,” but what they actually

are referring to is the “reality” of the marginalized citizen (marginal). In this

manner, hip hoppers are periferia-centric (place) and Afro-centric (race and

ethnicity). In addition, some hip hoppers are feminists and/or (neo)pente-

costal evangelicals. In fact, performers, such as Tina, Rúbia, Professor

Pablo, Erry-G, and Ieda Hills, are more “dialogic”10 in their approach to rep-

resentation and thus work to articulate blackness to popular Christian spir-

ituality or femininity to blackness in relatively equal terms of interdepend-

ence. It is important to note that these performers, with the exception of

Professor Pablo and Rúbia, are not rappers but are DJs or “soul” perform-

ers. For the most part, feminism and popular Christianity remain, for the

time being, subordinate to race, class, and place as general hip hop dis-

courses of “change.” 

Brazilian hip hoppers follow the philosophy of Afrika Bambaataa and

KRS-1, two foundational figures in the history of US hip hop, in that they

preach hip hop as an expression of “ experience” and “knowledge of self. ”

Such “pedagogic populism” depends on “self-governed learning,” in

which knowledge is derived from living experience (vivência). This term

refers to particular social practices (e.g. hip hop) linked to activism fre-

quently observed within working classes. Such Freirian perspectives on

knowledge are central to hip hop and have come to be the main approach

used by hip hoppers as they craft their proposals to city, state, and nation-

al government agencies for employment or financial grants. In terms of a

sense of community and a general “attitude,” DJ Tiago explained the

importance of hip hop and the space of the CEUs as “positive education”

in the following manner: “I’m trying to film the rappers [at the CEUs] and

also the skaters and basketball players, because there’s a lot of kids out

there who play and perform so well. And, this gives incentive…when they
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see themselves being represented. And no one represents someone better

than him/herself”. 

While many foreign scholars and journalists have overlooked the artic-

ulation between hip hop and education, several Brazilian scholars and

community activists saw early on that hip hop had become an alternative

form of education. It is not surprising then that in 1996 the first PhD dis-

sertation written on Brazilian hip hop was defended in the USP (University

of São Paulo) Education Department, not sociology, musicology, history,

or anthropology. The author Elaine Andrade writes cogently about the

educational activities during hip hop posse meetings with veteran mem-

bers taking on the persona of professor as they discussed Africanity, music

recording technology, the former Brazilian dictatorship, government

bureaucracy, Marx, the rap industry, and global hip hop history. 

In 1999 Andrade organized and edited the first and only volume of

activist-academic articles on Brazilian hip hop, Rap and Education, Rap is

Education.11 The argument is clear throughout the volume: hip hop is ped-

agogic, because it allows for “transformation” (tranformação) and “auto-

didactic” knowledge (ser autodidata).12 To quote from Spensy Pimentel, 

FIGURE 2: The “archive” room in the Casa. May, 2002. 
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to the extent that rap [with DJ], graffiti, and break express public

school students’ realities (which is well documented by the student

movement in the periphery neighborhoods), hip hop serves the educa-

tor well as a way to penetrate the student imaginary and to discover

the factors, which have led to such a disinterest and divestment in pub-

lic education. [With this knowledge, one can] then develop strategies

to recuperate the role of the public school as a stage for real educa-

tion, based on dialogue, which presupposes the interaction between

teachers and students” (Pimentel 1999:108, emphasis added). 

In Brazil there is a mutual understanding between the state and the

population at large that public education is ineffective as an infrastruc-

ture and pedagogic system. According to Elie Ghanem (1998), this situa-

tion has resulted in two types of grassroots educational initiatives (not

mutually exclusive): those, which concentrate on the “self-provision of

knowledge” and those, which rely on state patronage to grant access to

heretofore exclusive areas of knowledge and expertise. In the late 1980s

and early 1990s local educators began to explore the media of popular

culture as a vehicle to redirect the mind set of the typical Brazilian youth

with regard to education back to a sense of production and creativity

rather than a chore of memorization and quantitative data. How one

learns affects what one learns and, more importantly, affects one’s per-

spective on self, society, and the world. In an interview recorded in 1998

and published in the same year by the monthly periodical Caros Amigos,

Marcelinho, the founder of Posse Negroatividade, a hip hop and cultural

organization based in the São Paulo metro area, asserts that “rap is a way

of exchanging ideas and information about music, art, our problems in

the periferia, and to learn more about our origins—Afro-Descent -, every-

thing that the school doesn’t teach us” (in Amaral 1998: 4). This is an

example of what Pimentel refers to as the “imaginary”—the crucial

dynamic of student-knowledge interface. 

What has changed significantly in the past decade is that hip hop ped-

agogy has expanded its purview. Where hip hop was once a “classroom

outside of the school space” (Andrade 1996),13 now hip hoppers have

“conquered” a variety of public (and private) schools spaces. I borrow the

verb “to conquer” from the local terminology as hip hoppers are wont to

say - a gente [hip hop] conquistou este espaço. With this theoretical and his-

torical background of Brazilian hip hop and its relative position among
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other hip hop formations (US, Cuba, France) as well as within the fields of

national popular cultural practices, education, and urbanization, I turn

now to the specifics of the CEUs and the Hip Hop House. 

CEUs

CEUs (Unified Educational Centers) are huge, modernist structures, which

are organized to cater to the local community. Students must be residents

of the corresponding neighborhood or district. However, the athletic and

“cultural” facilities of the CEU are open to the public at large. During my

last few visits to São Paulo since 2004, I have noticed that in the periferia

the CEUs have become a landmark used in everyday conversations. In the-

ory, the CEU stands as one of many attempts to develop what is referred

to in Brazil as poder público or what we might call a state-sponsored civil

society in the marginalized periphery.14 The concepts of education, cul-

ture, and citizenship have been crucial keywords for both the State in this

program of citizenship outreach and for hip hoppers (and others) to gain

the remunerated attention of the State in Brazil. According to DJ Tiago,

local hip hoppers must negotiate with CEU coordinators during scheduled

meetings. “Conquering space,” as hip hoppers claim, results from careful

and steady participation. Not unlike participatory models of more gener-

al government, as implemented in Porto Alegre, Santo André, Diadema,

and other Brazilian municipalities under the PT (Labor Party), occupation

and hip hop practice in the CEUs in São Paulo involves a set of “costs” (see

Abers 2000). Tiago explains, 

when the CEU plans to make decision about rap or other ele-

ments of hip hop, they schedule a meeting. They want to meet

with representatives from all the groups in the area. For us [in

our rap group “geniuses”], we rotate. I go to one and then my

buddy goes and so on; we have to make sure at least one of us

attends all of these meetings. Otherwise, we’ll be squeezed out. 

While I had had some contact with hip hop as education in state youth

prisons prior (Pardue 2004a), the importance of CEUs first came to my

attention in November of 2004 during my participation in the global

event called Project Hip Hop, 20 Years of Hip Hop in Brazil. It was during

that afternoon beginning with the bus ride mentioned at the beginning of
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this article that I began to appreciate the impact of the CEU within perife-

ria everyday life and hip hop practice. I accompanied Brazilian, Chilean,

German, French, Uruguayan, and American (US) practitioners of the four

hip hop “elements” into three CEUs that week and witnessed a transfor-

mational process of workshop pedagogy.

I return to the opening vignette. As we arrived in “heaven,” or more

officially known as the Inácio Monteiro CEU in Cidade Tiradentes district

on the extreme east side of São Paulo municipality, B-girl Ana “Rokafella”

Garcia and I began to get our things together. An esteemed dancer in the

New York metro area and strong representative of the Nuyorican flavor of

hip hop in the US since the late 1980s, Rokafella was eager to converse in

English and give her Spanish/Portuñol (mix of Spanish and Portuguese) a

break. As she shared her experience as a performer and educator in the

New York and New Jersey school system,15 Rokafella reflected on her mat-

uration process via hip hop.

FIGURE 3: One of the flyers from the “20 Years of Hip Hop” event organized
by Kall and sent out by electronic and conventional mail. The flyer alerts
that there are only “11 days left” until the event—one that promises not
only performances and workshops of all “four elements” but also much
“reflection and debate.” 
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I’ve seen it all. You know I started out like a bunch of these girls you

see out here in Brazil or back in New York. Looking for attention,

looking for a good time, for fun. I didn’t pay attention to the larger

things in life. I knew I could dance and I loved what was going

around me with hip hop and the whole Spanish Harlem thing. I made

lots of mistakes, looking for the big prize, looking for the guy who

would save me and lead me to the gold. And a lot of these big,

famous hip hop cats they talk about “unity” but they don’t want to

let a girl like me in. I made it anyway, because I stuck to the essence

of hip hop—knowledge of self—and worked that into a profession. I

am a dancer and educator. I know how to move and how to teach.

That’s my love. That’s who I am. 

Seemingly always perky and excited about a new performance and

pedagogic challenge, Rokafella expressed her appreciation that a few

journalists and interested parties (e.g. myself) were along for the ride. As

we all descended the micro-bus and entered the CEU compound, it was

obvious that Rokafella was a well-trained professional. She was intent on

setting up her workshop station, stretching out her limbs, and attracting

potential dance students. Rokafella’s articulation of professionalism and

gender is a common theme within the field of “hip hop education” as dis-

cussed below with the Soul Sisters from the Hip Hop House. 

Struck by the immensity of the CEU, I stopped and surveyed the area

before passing the guarded checkpoint and entering the grounds. I stuck

out like a sore thumb and was quickly approached by one of those afore-

mentioned journalists. We decided to work together and follow a couple

of students as they made their way through the various hip hop work-

shops. We would compare notes on the bus ride home. 

As it turned out, the plan didn’t come to pass exactly as we had schemed.

Gina, the reporter from Rio de Janeiro, followed two siblings, one small boy

and a teenage girl. During the afternoon we peered in on an idyllic romance

fantasy hatched by the teenage girl directed towards one of the German

rappers. I snapped photographs, as the young Rolf appeared perplexed but

flattered at the giggling attention. Gina published her story. 

For my part, I never quite was able to “follow” any one or two students.

Cris, Paraguai, and other workshop teachers called on me to participate

and I found myself drawn to numerous moments of pedagogy. I witnessed

the approach of Brazilian, Chilean, and Turkish graffiti artists demonstrat-
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ing the distinct spray art typographies of New York-influenced “wild style”

and Brazilian style “grapixo,” for example.16 Graffiti messages ranged

from personal tagging to abstract murals to somewhat critical pieces

about globalization and racism. Speedy, a teenage boy of thirteen,

approached me and asked me for the time of day. I showed him my blank

wrists and retorted with a joke about him “being in a hurry.” He laughed

and explained that he planned to meet his friends in the afternoon. 

They’ll be here soon. You see, I live in the area. I can go to the CEU

basically full time. They live outside of the district, closer to Itaquera

really (also on the far east side of São Paulo). We all (Speedy and his

friends) spray. We are a crew. Our name is “Ghetto Spray” (Gueto

Spray). We do all kinds of stuff. But, I never really understood any of

the history or any of the exact styles and names of styles until today.

Ok, the Brazilian woman; she speaks our language, but the other

guys they use a couple of words and with their actions we get the

idea. I’m lucky to be able to go to the CEU and even though my

friends from the crew can’t be full-time students, they can come par-

ticipate in the public events. Ok, gotta go find out what time it is.

FIGURE 4: CEU Cidade Tiradentes. November, 2004. 
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Speedy was not alone in his assessment of the CEU. Lúcio, a timid 14 year-

old boy, began the rap or Emcee workshop psychologically intimidated and

overwhelmed by the French rapper Plus. “Of course, I couldn’t understand

what he was saying and I thought to myself ‘what am I doing here?’” Lúcio

confessed. Within an hour rappers Plus and Rolf were able to create an exer-

cise involving teams of two or three students working on rhyme composition.

They supplied instrumental mix tapes and microphones for rehearsal. Again,

keywords supported by facial expressions served as important devices of

pedagogic encouragement and correction. For example, during rehearsal

Lúcio stumbled to keep in time as he tried to rhyme “piso” (floor) with “sor-

riso” (smile). Even though the two words in isolation rhyme perfectly, the

extra syllable made for an awkward overall rhyme. Plus smiled and uttered

“off” in English and gave a look to Lúcio’s partner (me on this occasion) to

consider what might be wrong. Lúcio already knew he was “off” and cringed

slightly as he realized the rhyme fell short and the impact of his verse con-

sequently diminished. Lúcio and I brainstormed. Marina, an inquisitive 8

year-old girl, drifted from group to group giving her two cents, and within a

half hour, Lúcio felt ready to try again. Rapping to Rolf’s instrumental beats

and to the side of Plus, Lúcio brimmed with confidence as his flow won over

the Europeans and his class colleagues. A lesson in rhyme and attitude.

Lúcio’s “knowledge of self” was rooted in a short rhyme about the hard,

cement floors of home countered by soft, pleasing smiles of “those who

know” in the streets. During the 30-minute workshops exercise Lúcio devel-

oped the literary and musical skills of matching knowledge to rhyming tech-

nique. Returning to the comments made by DJ Tiago, cited above, Lúcio suc-

ceeded in representing himself, and, perhaps more than anything else, this

was the motivation for his pride, at least for the rest of the day. In my con-

versations about pedagogy with French rapper Plus, he echoed what

Brazilian rap educators had told me in the past (Pardue 2004a), 

we try to break it down into “theory” and “practice.” It’s important

that the kids have an idea of where the beats come from, where the

lyrical styles come from and so on. Here, the kids are of all ages, so we

make it a game. “Hey, if I rhyme like this, who do I sound like?

Guess…Have you heard this beat before?” Something like that. Of

course, they all want to get to the “practice.” But, then, they soon

learn, like Lúcio, you saw, that practice is not a free-for-all. There’s tim-

ing and structure. They learn about technique. 
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However, behind the scenes some workshop leaders and event organiz-

ers were frustrated. Caught up in the fast-paced rush of the day’s activities,

I didn’t realize that there were any problems until much later. In several

phone and email conversations with Kall, he explained that overall the

negotiation with the CEUs was “positive” and “productive,” but he recount-

ed a few times where he felt limited. 

You see, they [the CEU coordinators] can be open, and often they

don’t care that much what goes on in the workshops. But, some of

them are afraid of hip hop and think that it’s too radical. They hear

stuff about rappers saying “hey, I’m super black” and this and that.

They get worried that hip hop will lead to a loss of control over the

kids. You know, all that stuff about negritude is not Brazilian—it’s

not a Brazilian way of education. You know, [the argument goes] we

are all mixed. The whole racial democracy thing. I know this orien-

tation frustrated a couple of the rappers and B-girls there that day. 

In retrospect, there had been a silencing of certain hip hop discourses

of social critique. What the CEU coordinators, as state agents, had valued

was hip hop as a “vehicle” of youth communication and a general dis-

course of self-esteem, which would lead to a greater desire on the part of

marginalized youth to invest in education and an active sense of citizen-

ship (cidadania). The definition of citizenship is the location of difference

and the ultimate source of frustration for some of the employed hip hop-

pers. For some, hip hop’s contribution to “citizenship” is an articulation

of violence and negritude to daily conditions in the (sub)urban periphery

and an Afro-centric sense of history. For others, it is a claim for a greater

presence of femininity (broadly construed) in public spaces and educa-

tion. And, for others, it is simply a general “attitude” of self-worth and

collective empowerment through education. While the CEU did afford

greater space to graffiti expression both in terms of physical and ideolog-

ical dimensions, other elements were limited to educational goals of a

more general type. 

With that said, the CEUs do represent a certain “conquest” within

Brazilian popular culture history, which sets it apart from typical interac-

tions between “the people” and “the state.” In more institutional and prac-

tical terms, I realized that having a hip hop place results in socio-spatial net-

works, which otherwise would be coincidental or non-existent. As
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mentioned above, the CEU has become a landmark in the periferia. In all

my visits I noticed that representatives from community radio stations,

neighborhood fan ‘zines, soccer teams, and even a drug cartel wanted to

know more about the visiting hip hoppers and their workshops. Youth and

adults exchanged phone numbers, mixed tapes, CD-Roms and DVDs inside

a sanctioned hip hop space. The CEU became not only a place for learning

and performing hip hop but also a comfortable and pleasurable place to

make friends and future contacts. In short, the CEUs facilitate “horizontal”

political and social organizing (as opposed to clientelistic “vertical” organ-

izing) based on recognition among hip hoppers of shared conditions

(Roberts and Portes 2006). In this case, hip hoppers’ agency is not a fleeting

moment of autonomy based on a personal “favor” (i.e. “vertical” politics)

but rather a structural presence with relatively long-lasting effects. Along

for the ride, I accumulated my own stash of paper scraps, scribblings, and

other hip hop shorthand hieroglyphics. It is from one of those notes that I

would find a new contact within the “heaven” (céu) of São Paulo hip hop.

In a phone conversation in April of 2006, I spoke with Luiz from the rap

group Fatologia and coordinator of the project COHAB Hip hop, which takes

place in the CEU near Guianazes district. He told me that “everything in

Brazil is more difficult [than anywhere else so the saying goes] and hip hop

is no different. That is why the CEUs are so important. Most of us [hip hop-

pers] depend on this sort of employment to continue with hip hop. With the

CEU we have conquered a space (conquistar um espaço).” Luiz went on to

distinguish CEUs from state and nationally-sponsored programs such as

Projeto UAI from the São Paulo State Culture Department and Prêmio

Cultural Ao Vivo, an initiative by Brazil’s cultural minister and legendary

MPB artist Gilberto Gil. Luiz stated: “They require a lot more paperwork and

detail. Those programs are, for sure, great opportunities. No doubt. But,

they do not promise space. And, that’s what we need in the periphery.

Having space, hip hop can last forever”.

The “Casa” and the Creation of the Soul Sisters: Signs of

Institutional and Ideological Differences

Luiz’s concern for space is hardly out of the ordinary among hip hoppers.

Even in the most productive of times, hip hop, institutionally speaking, is

an ephemeral moment of performance here and a series of temporary

workshops there, wherever and whenever local municipality agencies or
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struggling periferia nightclubs have an opening.17 When asked about the

CEUs and hip hop, DJ Erry-G explained that one has to understand the dif-

ference between the CEUs and the Hip Hop House. 

Sure, there are some CEUs, like the one nearby my place on the South

Side, CEU Navegantes. And, you know they differ. There’s lots of

shows, but no continuity (nada continuada). There’s no project like in

the Hip Hop House (a Casa), because they [the CEU administrators]

want it like that. Especially, now with Serra [elected mayor at the end

of 2004], the coordinators (chefes) are even more fragmented. They

do whatever they want and there is no real centralized organization.

I tried to do something at the CEU Alvarenga and the guys there just

tried to sabotage me. I wasn’t interested in just a one-time show; I

wanted to setup something more permanent. They’re not interested

in that nowadays. At the Casa it’s different. We’ve really conquered

that space. It’s different. 

For Erry-G and many hip hoppers through not only the São Paulo metro

area but also from various points in Brazil, the “Casa” represents something

“different”—another level of engagement between popular culture and the

state. The differences between the CEUs and the “Casa” are not only prag-

matic and overtly political; they are also ideological. Unlike the CEUs, the

“Casa” is a relatively fixed hip hop place. There is very little direct interven-

tion from the State at the level of “information” and “style.” Negotiations,

for the most part, are relegated to issues of budget and resource allocations

as well as costs of maintenance and security of the buildings. According to

Nino, Erry-G, Marcelinho Backspin, DJ Drica, and other foundational mem-

bers, maintenance of the cultural center as the “Casa” requires constant

negotiation with the city administration. Despite the fact that the mayor of

Diadema, José de Filippi Júnior, publicly announces that Diadema is the

“home of hip hop,” his administration has consistently limited the “hip hop

house” employment contracts to a six-month or one-year basis, depending

on the category of expenditure. For example, workshop teachers (oficineiros)

are usually contracted on a six-month basis, while equipment is rented on a

one-year agreement. As a regular task, hip hoppers have worked with local

journalists and lawyers, many of whom have worked with local labor unions

and the MNU (Unified Black Movement), to help them organize their state-

ments and proposals for the purposes of such negotiation. In short, state
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involvement is economic not pedagogic. While these two fields are not mutu-

ally exclusive, the separation is enough to afford the “Casa” a level of recog-

nition and respect within the hip hop community and among a cadre of

multi-partisan politicians throughout Brazil. 

When I arrived at the Cultural Center in Canhema, a neighborhood in

the industrial satellite city of Diadema, in July of 1999 at the request of

Nino Brown, I shared the general feeling that something was different and

exciting. By the end of 1999, local rappers, DJs, B-boys, B-girls, graffiti

artists, and historians joined forces with neighborhood politicians and

journalists to persuade the Diadema Department of Culture to cede the

government-run cultural center to an elected committee’s management.

Since then, the Canhema Cultural Center is known as the Hip Hop House

(A Casa do Hip Hop).

The widely respected and proclaimed “godfather” of the Hip Hop

House as well as many rap groups and various hip hop posses around São

Paulo, King Nino Brown was glowing when we met back in July of 1999. A

normally soft-spoken Nino was excited at the prospect of having a fixed

place for hip hop. 

More importantly, this house can be a place where kids can learn

about the continuities (continuidade) between funk, soul, R&B, disco,

and rap. This is fundamental in my opinion. I can move all those files

and stuff you saw back in my house [in 1997] to a room here and

make it into a real archive. A patrimony of soul, funk, and hip hop. 

Nino, at one time an audacious teenager ready at the drop of a hat to

dance soul ála James Brown, his idol, has dedicated his adult life to the

collection of vinyl records, books, articles of all sorts, press releases, fly-

ers, posters, and all other paraphernalia related to what is referred to as

cultura black in Brazil. Despite the fact that both terms literally translate

as “black culture,” cultura black differs from cultura negra. “Black”

refers to not simply the influence from the U.S. but more importantly

indexes the idea that “blackness” is modern and dynamic, not necessar-

ily some “root” Africanism frozen in the past. Hip hoppers are acutely

sensitive to the tendency of Brazilians and foreigners to lump all Afro-

Brazilian culture in with capoeira, samba, and bloco afro from Rio de

Janeiro and Salvador, Bahia, respectively, as a type of “pure” Africanity

untainted by technology and modernity. Cultura black thus includes
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Brazilian samba-rock, funk, soul, and hip hop dating back to the mid-

1970s (Pardue 2004b). 

The Casa, as it is referred to locally, quickly became not only a meeting

place in Diadema for youth to practice the “four elements” of hip hop and

develop social networks, but also, more importantly in the long run, an

institution of hip hop pedagogy. The Casa consists of a series of one-story,

concrete slab buildings surrounded by a nine foot brick wall and in some

places a spiked metal fence. In other words, it looks like a typical public

service building—“a State thing” (coisa do governo). In addition to the

ranch-style layout, there is a concrete stage (covered) and a covered place

for an audience with a capacity of 300 people. 

Every month the Casa holds an event called Hip Hop Em Açao (Hip Hop

in Action), which features groups from the ongoing workshops, local “pro-

fessional” artists representing all four elements, and a headlining rapper

and DJ. According to well-known Brazilian rappers Jamal and Rappin’

Hood, everyone performs “na moral,” which literally translates as “along

moral lines” but is better understood as “in solidarity” and practically

speaking, “for free.” By 2003, virtually all well-known rappers from the

São Paulo area as well as many famous rappers and DJs from Rio, Brasília,

FIGURE 5: Flyer from the 7th anniversary celebration of the Casa, July of 2006.
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FIGURE 6: The crowd at a “Hip Hop In Action” show with well-known rapper
Rappin’ Hood, July 2005. 
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Campinas, and Porto Alegre, had performed na moral at the Casa.

According to long-time DJ professor Erry-G and graffiti workshop instruc-

tor Tota, the “Hip Hop in Action” events serve to not only make the Casa

more publicly visible (advertisement) but also “are learning experiences

for everyone involved.” Erry-G goes on to explain: 

We learn how to organize and publicize hip hop events. Perhaps

most importantly, though, are the experiences of the local kids who

wander in to the Casa and the kids who are just beginning in the

workshops. Why? The “Hip Hop in Action” days are positive; the

kids here in the neighborhood hear the music, see the dancing, the

spray art, and then they see kids who look like them, some of

whom they may recognize from around the way, and they see them

doing something. They are up there next to Mano Brown, Rappin’

Hood, Thaíde, DJ Hum, SNJ, Gog, Ieda Hills, all the hip hop idols.

They get interested. They come back. They sign up (for free) for the

workshops and they get turned on to the history, the fun, the art,

the idea of saying something, the power of expression, and they
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become more positive about themselves and where they come

from. Sometimes they make new friends and that’s also important.

The beginners from the workshops learn what it means to perform.

They develop their self-esteem and that gives them confidence and

an attitude that they take with them into whatever they do with

their lives. We hope they stay for another round of workshops. We

hope they get involved with all the elements. For many, just to get

up on that stage is an achievement. 

Soul Sisters

Flávia and Simara are the two founding members of the hip hop group Soul

Sisters. As one of the few all female groups in São Paulo hip hop, the Soul

Sisters have made their fame on their skills as soul dancers. They are part

of a recent turn to nostalgia and a recuperation of samba-rock dance forms

within hip hop, cultura black, and popular dance club culture in São Paulo. 

In 1997, Flávia traveled to the Municipal Theater of her hometown

Diadema to see Se Liga Mano (Check yourself Brother), a play produced by

long-time community activist, MNU proponent, and free-lance journalist

Oswaldo Fausto. I was also present that afternoon in Diadema as Nino

Brown had invited me to the premier. But it would be four years later

when I met Flávia and the Soul Sisters in her neighborhood Canhema at

the cultural center, already officially the Casa and the soon-to-be home

location of the Zulu Nation Brazil. Flávia cited the Se Liga Mano play as

pedagogic and the inspirational force in her decision to pursue hip hop.

In our conversations during December 2001 and January 2002 Flávia

explained that her experience in hip hop has provided her with a founda-

tional base in her education as she prepared for the entry exams of lead-

ing universities in São Paulo in the field of dance and the performing arts. 

Simara is from Cooperativa in the southern periferia of São Bernardo do

Campo. Nino Brown, the respected historian of música black and president

of Zulu Nation Brazil, encouraged Simara to attend dança de rua (street

dance) classes at the Canhema cultural center in Diadema. Simara and Flávia

met in dance class and joined forces. They both cited the importance of Nino

Brown, Nelsão Triunfo, Marcelinho Backspin, and DJ Érry in the building of

their self-confidence to actually form a group and perform regularly. Flávia

reflected on her transformation from “student” to “professional” through

hip hop “education” and a sense of becoming “independent.” 
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As I turned the conversation to issues of gender, all four members of

Soul Sisters employed a discourse of “transformation” as part of their dis-

tinction from the majority of young women and their reasons for partici-

pating in hip hop. 

S: Hip hop has been about change for me. I’ve become more serious. I

feel good as I get to know myself. I feel good going up there on stage. 

DP: Ok, tell me more about this change (transformação). I mean, what’s

so different? What are you “serious” about?

F: Now we have a hip hop attitude. We are confident. We know some-

thing about where our dances come from. Nino Brown has helped

us from the beginning. 

DP: Do you see yourselves as different from other hip hoppers or

other women? Have you made or lost friends along the way?

F: Well, you know, the original formation of Soul Sisters was with two

other women. One was a friend of mine from my neighborhood

and the other was from a neighborhood near Simara in

Cooperativa. They left recently. One because she thought hip hop

would give her fame and fortune. The other because she was in hip

hop to look for a boyfriend. She found one guy and that was it. 

S: You see, that’s not attitude. That’s not what we want to show as

women hip hoppers. I have another friend who was in a group

that started around the same time we did. They were all our

friends. But, she left the group, or they kicked her out, because

she got up there [on stage], didn’t know her rap lines, and just

shook her ass (rebolava). What is that? She became simply an ass

(ela ficou só uma bunda).

F: All that is bad and has nothing to do with being serious and a con-

scious hip hopper. We’re trying to be professional about all this.

We want to do this right with consciousness and attitude.

The members of Soul Sisters implicitly linked professionalization (e.g.

to be “serious”) to a kind of feminism, with which women with “attitude”

are able to articulate technical education (the techniques of performance)

to an expanded sense of womanhood and hip hop performativity. In addi-

tion, education with “attitude” provokes female subjects to separate

themselves from conventional feminine perspectives on popular culture,

which ultimately serve to reinforce machista oppression of women. The
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Soul Sisters cited conventional categories of Brazilian femininity, includ-

ing desire for relationship and body commodification, in their stories

about friends and former hip hop class colleagues. They explained these

connections with hip hop as ultimately traps for young women as they end

up either silencing themselves due to an overprotective boyfriend or vis-

à-vis a dependence on their own bodies.

The Soul Sisters articulation of negritude is less explicit in their lyrics

and interviews but emerges through style and articulations of hip hop his-

tory. As mentioned above, the Soul Sisters are part of a movement within

hip hop of nostalgia and a recuperation of cultura black. Flávia explained

to me that their style of dress, dance, and voice is an attempt to “show

knowledge of the past and create a continuity with the present.” This

“knowledge of the past” is precisely rooted in the lineage of Brazilian ver-

sions of funk, soul, and samba-rock central to Afro-Brazilian popular cul-

ture during the 1970s and early 1980s in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo.

While many hip hoppers have criticized the Soul Sisters as too mild in their

“black” style and performance, others appreciate the sense of historicity

they bring to both the stage and, in particular, the dance workshops held

in the “Casa.” 

In 2005 I crossed paths with Simara again at the “Casa” during one of

the “Hip Hop In Action” events. Now a mother of a toddler boy, Simara

and I exchanged baby boy stories and photos. In e-mail conversations dur-

ing May and June of 2006, I asked Simara to reflect on the “Casa” from

her new perspective as “mother” and “older” hip hopper. The “Casa” con-

tinues to be the main reference point for “community hip hop,” accord-

ing to Simara. It is the “place we have conquered and I’m glad I could be

and continue to be a part of that.”

While Simara repeatedly stressed the importance of hip hop as some-

thing that had “always struck a chord in her” (sempre mexeu comigo), her

stories and recollections quickly moved away from the individual and

focused on the collective imaginary. She expressed that the “Casa” is a

place of articulation, a place where 

youth receive information about their history, what it is to be a real cit-

izen, and information about what’s out there in the world. The Casa is

a place of identification. Hip hop is a direct language and kids simply,

and sometimes this takes place over a period of time, identify with one

element (rap, DJ, graffiti, street dance) and begin to explore and devel-
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op. Because the Casa professors always try to work in “theory” (teoria),

youth learn not just skills but also they get an education about lan-

guage, history, time and rhythm, mathematics and division, and some-

thing about other places in the world—the path of hip hop.

Echoing her and Flávia’s comments from 2002, hip hop constitutes a

medium through which someone from the periphery (periferia) can

become a “professional.” As Simara explains, however, all hip hop profes-

sionals are not the same.

It also varies from artist to artist (profissional). Some people in hip

hop don’t care about these issues, but for me, such concerns are a

key point so that you don’t become alienated (alienado). The world

is not just hip hop; you have to understand how to deal with all the

social forces and understand how to live and claim your rights and

not be a puppet manipulated by the system (o sistema). Well, this is

what the Casa meant for me since I started out.  

Conclusion

Critical readers may interpret these ethnographic stories of young men

and women in São Paulo’s CEUs and the “Hip Hop House” as ideal types

of hip hop as a form and practice of education. Most Brazilians would

tend to agree that persons such as Simara, Kall, and Flávia are rare, and

that, in fact, the majority of hip hoppers are tempestuous teenagers sim-

ply looking for an outlet and a stage to vent their immature complaints

about their albeit impoverished lives. What is striking about Brazilian hip

hop is the ideological force of hip hop as an agent of citizenship and a

form of education. Certainly, many youth use hip hop for self-serving or

even nihilistic reasons; however, in order to stick around for any length

of time, one must adhere to a social platform. The ideology of history,

identification, and transformation forces even the few “stars” of São

Paulo rap (e.g. Rappin’ Hood) into doing many things na moral (for free

and in the collective spirit).

With that said, the future of the CEUs and that of the Casa are going in

different directions. The Casa has increasingly, albeit gradually, strength-

ened its presence not only within the São Paulo and Brazilian hip hop

landscape but also within the Diadema city government bureaucracy and
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the general knowledge base of educators from the entire metropolitan

area. However, the CEUs, after an auspicious start, have gradually begun

to weaken in organizational infrastructure and consequently in the local

hip hop imaginary. One way of understanding the discrepant trajectories

is to investigate the role of the state and politics in each case. While the

Casa is a manifestation of grassroots organizing forcing the state to cede

the management of a cultural institution (Cultural Center of Canhema),

the CEU was the flagship marker of an educational program devised and

implemented by the São Paulo municipal administration. 

The CEUs, originally referred to as “big schools” (escolões),18 are perhaps

the most visible mark left by the former administration of Marta Suplicy (PT,

the Labor Party), who was defeated by centrist politician José Serra (PSDB)

in 2004.19 For many hip hoppers the election of Serra is significant, for he

repeatedly criticized the efficacy and financial burden caused by the CEUs.20

In January of 2005, two months after assuming political control of São

Paulo, Serra reduced the budget of the Education Ministry and thus, indi-

rectly, put financial pressure on projects such as CEUs.21

As discussed above, there is a certain dialogue between institutional rep-

resentatives (community center directors, political party candidates, etc.)

and hip hoppers. In important ways, there has been a congealing into a par-

ticular “intellectual/moral bloc” with hip hop as a flagship of periferia sub-

jectivities. In this article, I have presented a case in point—São Paulo hip

hoppers and their brand of pedagogy have led them to developing a rela-

tionship, albeit inconsistent, with Brazilian state agencies. 

Unfortunately, in the case of CEUs, many hip hoppers see their project to

entrench hip hop as part of public education in potential danger. Or, better

stated, they see the CEU as one more example of temporary promises by the

State to address the shocking gaps of access and basic social conditions

between the middle and upper class neighborhoods and the “periphery.” 

Hip hoppers are used to this though. Over the course of the last decade

they have become excellent proposal writers and civil politicians.22 As is

evidence by the diligence of the Casa members, hip hoppers will contin-

ue to fight over the devalued public space in São Paulo and claim it as a

conquista. One wonders if the manifestations of culture, state, and educa-

tion in urban Brazil will develop more as ephemeral “heavens,” due to

potential radical and dangerous discourses some hip hoppers express, or

will become substantial “houses.” In the words of Giberto Gil,23 Brazil’s

Minister of Culture and world-renown musician, will contemporary hip
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hop spaces become steady, reliable “cultural points,” from which “people

can use their creativity to address the challenges they face on a daily

basis?” (quoted in Page 2005). Hip hop in “heaven” perhaps is too good to

be true, but it won’t stop hip hoppers from laying down tracks of “soul”

and making their claims known.

ENDNOTES
1All names of people quoted are fictitious in this article with the exception of Kall,
Simara, Flavia, Erry-G, and Rokafella. 

2The term “hip hopper” is my attempt at a generic designation not unlike that of “hip hop-
pas” by legendary US rapper and hip hop activist KRS-One in his 2003 text Ruminations
(New York: Welcome Rain Publishers). The term “hip hop head” or “headz” strikes me as
very American and is not part of the Brazilian hip hop vocabulary. From my experience,
Brazilian hip hop participants do not have a catch-all term; they simply refer to each other
according to the particular hip hop “element,” such as DJ, rapper, grafiteiro, B-boy, etc. In
addition, they also use more politicized terms such as aliado and consciente, literally
“ally” and “conscious [person].” My sense is that these terms would not translate very well
into English as a basic term throughout the text. Therefore, I have decided, despite the
apparent awkwardness, to employ “hip hopper” as a general reference term. 

3Yúdice found similar sentiments among Afro Reggae group members. “[NGOs] run the
risk of facilitating the State’s retreat from social programs… The ideal is to establish
an interface between civil society and the government” (excerpts from Afro Reggae
1997 in Yúdice 2001:61). 

4For more on the history of social movements during the 1970s and 1980s in São Paulo,
Campinas, Rio, and Porto Alegre, see Paoli and Telles (1998), Dagnino (1994), Gonzalez
(1980), and Baierle (1998). 

5Rap ABC was a project proposed by former city council representative Neuza Borges in
São Bernardo do Campo. Posse Hausa as an idea and organization emerged from this
initiative. Projeto Rappers, MH2O, and Pode Crê were created by members of GELEDES,
a NGO that uses both international funding and state support to conduct studies pri-
marily on Afro-Brazilian women and education. 

6See Pardue 2004a for more on hip hoppers’ negotiation with state agencies for
employment as “professors” in programs of “alternative education” located in places
such as youth prisons. See also Cunha and her analysis of GCAR (Grupo Cultural Afro
Reggae) as successful in articulating political projects not to “missions but rather to
possibilities of professionalization” (1998:239)

7MPB stands for Música Popular Brasileira (Popular Brazilian Music), which is the catch-
all term for post-bossa nova, samba, jazz, and rock-based music in Brazil. 

8For more detail, see Holston 1991, Caldeira 2000, Fabris 2000, Rolnik, Kowarick and
Somekh 1991, and Tauschner and Mautner 1982. 

9See Pardue (forthcoming, Palgrave Macmillan Press) Hip Hop as Cultural Design: A
Retelling of Marginality in São Paulo, Brazil, in particular Chapter 2 for more detail
about the generational links between community organizing in the 1970s and hip hop
pioneers of the 1980s. 
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10See Rose 1997 and Perry 2005 for more detailed discussion of hip hop “dialogics, ”
especially in terms of black female sexuality and, as Rose has described, the
pleasure/danger dialectic. 

11The title is Portuguese is: Rap E Educação, Rap É Educação. Notice the word play with
e and é (“and” and “is”). 

12The legacy of this edited collection can be seen in Viviane Magro’s article “Adolescentes
como Autores de Sí Próprios: Cotidiano, Educação, e Hip hop” (Caderno CEDES, Campinas,
v.22, no.57, August 2002, pp.63-75). She describes hip hop and everyday life as a process
by which youth become “author in and of themselves” (autores de sí próprios).
Furthermore, they “rescue hip hop as [a way] of forming author-citizens (autores-cidadãos)”

13See also Nancy Fraser (1993) and Dagnino (1994) for more on the use of various pub-
lic spaces as “subaltern counterpublics” in the exercise of citizenship and territorial
claims to the city. 

14The creation and construction of the CEUs was not without its controversy. For some, the
CEUs represented a trend towards socialism - higher city taxes (on residents and business-
es) to pay for grand state-sponsored projects. This appears to be the tone of the widely
read news magazine Veja (see Alessandro Duarte’s article “Atolados em impostos,” July 30,
2003). Another major criticism was that the construction and maintenance of the CEUs
would consume 40% of the Education budget while only attending 5% of the target popu-
lation. The issue left out in this statistic is socio-economic class. The CEUs are an attempt
to invest in the periphery. These statistics also do not take into account the general use of
the CEUs by the community such as evident in the case of hip hop workshops and events.
Other critics such as Paulo Pereira da Silva (“Paulinho”), labor leader from Força Sindical,
see the CEUs as an unnecessary glorified version of a school. Paulinho in his attempt to
garner support for a run at the mayoral race in 2004 called the project a “white elephant”
implying that the CEU was a ridiculous bumbling project. “With one of those units [finan-
cially speaking], I could build 10 schools” (Folha de São Paulo, August 23, 2003;
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/folha/cotidiano/ult95u79616.shtml). See also Alecsandra
Zapparoli e Alessandro Duarte’s article “Uma Radiografia da Gestão Marta” in Veja
(October 20, 2004). In addition, Gilberto Gimenstein, a frequent columnist in the Folha de
São Paulo newspaper regarding issues of education, stated that the CEU can only be seen
as truly positive and “revolutionary” (borrowing from the official propaganda during
Marta’s re-election campaign) if one defines the CEU as a cultural center first and a
“school” second (Dimenstein, August 15, 2004; http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/fsp/cotidi-
an/ff1508200426.htm). One of the problematic contextualizing issues of the CEUs involves
the leftover and makeshift project from Celso Pitta’s mayoral term (1996-2000) called “tin
can schools” (escolas de lata). These schools were set up for emergencies of public school
overflow, which often occurs in the periphery neighborhoods of São Paulo. The schools
were used over and over again. They were supposed to be temporary, but have been left
as such and continue to operate. The upshot is that some of the budget for the CEUs should
be/should have been dedicated to standardizing such “tin can schools.” Others criticize
the CEUs, because they associate the CEU with past “big school” projects, namely the
grandiose “white elephants” of former governor of Rio de Janeiro state Brizola’s CIEPs,
which turned into former and impeached president Collor’s CIAPs. See Elaine
Cantanhêde’s “Entre o ideal e o possível” in Folha de São Paulo, December 9, 2003. 
15For more on Rokafella’s various projects, especially her organization Full Circle Soul,
consult the following websites: http://www.fullcirclesoul.com and http://www.bgirlz.com. 

16Grapixo is a hybrid style, mixing graffiti with pichação or “tagging.” For more detail
on Brazilian graffiti and its position within the overall, transnational graffiti scene, see
Manco, Tristan, Lost Art et al., 2005. 
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17Nightclubs, such as Bar Avenida in the chic club area of Pinheiros and Vila Magdalena,
since 2000 have incorporated more rap music in their sets. However, for the most part,
this is represented by DJs spinning vinyl records, mostly imported hits from the US and
occasionally the UK and Jamaica. Rarely do chic clubs sport live Brazilian rappers.
Exceptions include the occasional show by the legendary Racionais MCs, justified by
members as a way to bring some of the money from the playboizada (rich elite) back to
the periferia, and the rare rap crew, such as Os Alquimistas (The Alchemists), whose style
is jazzy and thus works well with live funk and soul bands on stage. 

18See newspaper article by Gabriela Athias, “Marta usa ‘escolões’ para pressionar a Câmara”
(http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/folha/educacao/ult305u7444.shtml) for more detail. 

19In late 2004 during the last months of political campaigning, Suplicy (referred to as
simply “Marta”) and the press referred to the CEU as one of the principle carro-chefes
(literally “leading cars,” better translated as “pillars”) of her term as mayor.
Inaugurations of CEUs brought Labor Party heavyweights such as Deputado Federal
José Dirceu and Brazilian president Lula to such events. 

20During his first year in office, the Serra administration basically abandoned the CEU
project. During this period Serra and various administration spokespeople reported that
the budget previously dedicated to the construction of CEUs would be utilized to rebuild
existing schools in such peripheral neighborhoods. However at the end of 2005, Serra
and high-level officials from the Department of Culture began to publicly recognize the
value of the CEUs. On August 24, 2005 Serra announced a plan to install daycare pro-
grams (crèches) in all 21 CEU units. He gave no detail as to the timeline of this project. On
November 26, 2005 the newspaper Folha de São Paulo published an article announcing
Serra’s “reconsideration” of the CEU project (http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/folha/
cotidiano/ult95u115664.shtml).

21See Folha de São Paulo, January 19, 2005. (http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/fsp/ilustrad/
fq1901200515.htm). Later on December 15, 2005 Pinotti, the Secretary of Culture
announced that with financial help the city government would appropriate the property
originally slated for 16 CEUs from the 48 originally planned by “Marta” and transform
them into new educational projects. See (http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/folha/educacao/
ult305u18158.shtml)

22City administration frequently pay “third party” CEU employees, including such jobs
as security guards, janitors, and “professors de arte” (including hip hop workshop edu-
cators) late. In my fieldwork conversations, hip hoppers often cite this “atraso” (tardi-
ness) as a way the government takes away incentive for alternative education, as it
simultaneously appears to be providing jobs and creating innovative educational
opportunities for the periferia. See article in Folha de São Paulo, December 8, 2004.
(http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/fsp/cotidian/ff0812200402.htm)

23It is important to note that Gilberto Gil as an agent of the State has participated in
important national and transnational hip hop forums such as the Black August (Agosto
Negro) festival of 2003, in which he cited the Last Poets, a black aesthetic, street poetry
group, whose recordings from the early 1970s are often cited alongside the early record-
ings of Gil Scott Heron as the precursors to rap in the US. As a performer, Gil has shared
the stage with well-known Brazilian rappers such as Thaíde, MV Bill, and Rappin’ Hood. 
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